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Abstract
It is clear from numerous recent community reports, pa-

pers, and proposals that machine learning is of tremendous
interest for particle accelerator applications. The quickly
evolving landscape continues to grow in both the breadth and
depth of applications including physics modeling, anomaly
detection, controls, diagnostics, and analysis. Consequently,
laboratories, universities, and companies across the globe
have established dedicated machine learning (ML) and data-
science efforts aiming to make use of these new state-of-the-
art tools. The current funding environment in the U.S. is
structured in a way that supports specific application spaces
rather than larger collaboration on community software.
Here, we discuss the existing collaboration bottlenecks and
how a shift in the funding environment, and how we de-
velop collaborative tools, can help fuel the next wave of ML
advancements for particle accelerators.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years machine learning (ML) has been identified

as having the potential for significant impact on the modeling,
operation, and control of particle accelerators (for example,
see Refs. [1, 2]). While there has been an impressive amount
of progress for ML in accelerators, most solutions are not yet
fully incorporated into regular operation. This in turn limits
the degree to which open questions in robustness, algorithm
transfer, uncertainty quantification, and generalization to
unseen conditions can be addressed.

At present, researchers are incentivized to prioritize proof-
of-concept demonstrations, publish, and move on to the next
proof-of-concept. This results in many ML algorithms never
being fully tested under a variety of conditions and never
integrated into operations. Funding is primarily awarded
and structured around new ML methods and advances for
specific applications of accelerators (e.g. photon science,
high-energy physics, medical accelerators), leaving research
and development for community code infrastructure, stan-
dards, and cross-application algorithm transfer under-funded.
There is a tremendous need for (1) open-source, portable,
extensible software, (2) along with common benchmarks
and worked examples, and (3) investment in personnel to
support for MLOps and DevOps. Accelerator applications

and control systems share numerous commonalities across
different end use-cases. In the following sections we expand
on this further.

ML APPLICATIONS TO ACCELERATORS
To orient the reader, we highlight a few use cases for

machine learning.
Neural networks (NNs) have been used to create virtual di-

agnostics [3–5] that supply operators with diagnostic predic-
tions from other measured data. This can be useful when the
diagnostic instrument is destructive and cannot be used con-
tinuously during downstream operation, or would update too
slowly. Similarly, NNs can be used to create comprehensive
fast-executing models of accelerator systems [6–10], using
combinations of measurement and simulation data. Uncer-
tainty quantification has been investigated [11, 12]. Adaptive
feedback methods have also been combined with static ML
models to track changes and enable fine-tuning [10, 13, 14].

Anomaly detection has been specifically highlighted as an
area where machine learning can significantly impact opera-
tional accelerators [15, 16]. ML tools have been applied to
detect anomalies in superconducting magnets at CERN [17],
RF cavities at DESY [18–20] and RF cavities at JLab [21].
Additionally, machine learning has been used to identify and
remove malfunctioning beam position monitors in the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), prior to application of standard op-
tics correction algorithms [22]. Other efforts have sought to
use ML for detection of errors in hardware installation [23].
Analysis of the latent space information using autoencoders
has also been demonstrated to improve the ability to identify
anomalous behavior in LINACs [24].

In terms of optimization and control, machine learning
has been employed in a variety of ways. With limited previ-
ous data, Bayesian Optimization (BO) adapts a model during
tuning. This has been shown in numerous contexts to pro-
vide sample-efficient tuning for accelerators [25–28]. Recent
advances in BO for accelerators have enabled tuning that
respects learned constraints [27, 28], enforces smooth set-
ting changes, and can handle comprehensive multi-objective
optimization (e.g. producing the actual Pareto front on an op-
erational accelerator) [28, 29]. Providing an initial solution
from a learned global model and fine-tuning with feedback
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or local optimizers can help compensate for time-varying
changes on accelerators [14, 30, 31]. Machine learning has
been applied for optics corrections in the LHC [32], for opti-
mization of FELs [33], trajectory control [34], stabilization
of source characteristics in synchrotron light sources [35],
and for the improvement of low level RF control systems [36].
Moreover, the application of machine learning based surro-
gate models have demonstrated orders of magnitude speed up
in the optimization of accelerator systems using simulation
tools, especially for computationally expensive simulations
such as machines with intense space charge [37].

The short review above of recent efforts only scratches
the surface of how machine learning has been applied to
particle accelerators.

COLLABORATION BOTTLENECKS
AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

There are some key opportunities that would greatly ben-
efit the accelerator community in the pursuit of developing
machine learning technology and improving the efficiency
at which we achieve our solutions. Numerous problems
across accelerators are similar enough that they can be tack-
led with shared algorithms and software infrastructure. At
present, disparate groups often end up spending resources
solving very similar practical challenges. Major limitations
are data sharing, access to curated datasets / examples, and
common development platforms. This parallels the recent
discussions regarding computational efforts that is covered
in detail in the Snowmass white paper [38], which highlights
the need to maintain an open review, testing process, and val-
idation / benchmarking procedures to ensure computational
reproducability. The community also emphasizes the utility
of an ecosystem of codes that utilize open source reposito-
ries with worked examples and community based surrogate
model training. Similar discussion with historical examples
for accelerator simulations can be found in Ref. [39]. Ma-
chine learning infrastructure is a subset of this community
and would benefit from a parallel approach.

Data Sharing
A major driver of general ML research (e.g. in the com-

puter vision boom of the mid 2010s) was the availability of
benchmark data sets for algorithm developers to assess new
approaches on. Similarly, open availability of trained models
enabled researchers to build on previous developments. Data
sharing is also a prerequisite to having worked examples of
ML applications to accelerator data and systems.

The accelerator community is in a good position to de-
velop and publish open datasets and models, both for simu-
lations and measurements. There are now journals that pub-
lish open data set descriptions, and examples already exist
for accelerator data sets [40, 41]. This should help incen-
tivise researchers to spend time on the creation of open data
sets. In addition, dedicated funding to support community-
developed standards to enable interoperability of models,

data, and other software (for example optimization algorithm
descriptions) is needed. This would enable greater ease of
use and transferrability across applications for data sets and
ML solutions.

Data sharing has been a topic of discussion since the “early
days” of the current ML efforts in accelerators. Data sharing
amongst ourselves would no doubt be fruitful especially as
smaller groups develop their own internal datasets for bench-
marking and solving specific problems. Both experimental
datasets and simulation data sets can often be difficult to
obtain and interpret, and well curated data is difficult to
come by. As a community we can facilitate this through
the development of data standards and provide support for
researchers who spend time on data curation. Moreover, we
can incentivize researchers to publish their work in journals
that include open datasets.

Worked Examples
The community needs a collection of benchmark exam-

ples for solving specific problems, similar to those in com-
puter vision. Examples for specific problems solved under
different collaborations exist and internally different groups
may have a good collection of resources in this area. How-
ever a centralized repository that can be utilized regardless of
funding source would greatly benefit the community. Similar
resources exist for course materials in the accelerator com-
munity through the US Particle Accelerator School, includ-
ing for the course on “Optimization and Machine Learning
for Particle Accelerators” [42]. These resources are curated
and available for future study and as reference materials. A
similar approach for machine learning and moreover, accel-
erator simulations, examples would be highly valuable to
the community.

Common Development Platforms
Support is needed to develop standards for data and algo-

rithms that can facilitate interoperability between different
software tools and portability between systems. It is well
understood that getting a large community to rally behind a
single workflow or framework is indeed challenging. How-
ever, the amount of resources and time saved once common
tools are in place would benefit progress in ML for accel-
erators tremendously, and it would reduce redundant effort
on mundane implementation tasks. Many in the accelerator
community note that this investment does come with a risk,
as we rely heavily on open-source tools developed outside
of accelerators that have their own funding and lifecycle
changes. However, focusing on inter-operability of modular
software tools with specific uses (for example, one software
package for implementations of optimization algorithms,
one for handling model execution, one for handling GUI
displays based on standard data formats and descriptions)
rather than monolithic software packages can help ensure
that different pieces can be adjusted independently as the
state-of-the-art changes for each.

An example of this from SLAC demonstrates the utility of
putting effort into modular software and common standards
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for data and interfaces. Modular tools for online modeling
and ML-based optimization [43, 44] were developed on
LCLS and readily transferred to FACET-II (and vice-versa).
For online execution of Impact-T simulations and display
generation, adapting from LCLS to FACET-II took about an
hour of work.

Closely related to this, many accelerators classically have
a single overarching control system environment. Moving
toward enabling containerization (e.g. in Docker, Singular-
ity) of control system environments can enable a higher level
of agility in adjusting different software packages to support
new research goals for different research programs at the
same accelerator.

It should be emphasized that creation of interoperable,
robust, extensible software tools and standards is not trivial.
Research and development support is needed to create useful
standards, interfaces, and designs. Furthermore, integration
with high-performance computing could open up unprece-
dented applications for real-time, online prediction and con-
trol of accelerators. This presents numerous engineering
and research challenges that require dedicated funding for
development. This is essential for the accelerator community
to make full use of ML technology and new computational
tools for operation.

Funding Structures and Incentives
It is important to consider not only the technical bottle-

necks that exist but institutional bottlenecks. Specifically
funding sources and the funding ecosystem can present a
significant challenge for large, many institution, collabora-
tions that have diverse funding sources. Laboratory and
University efforts tend to center around large funding calls
intended to support multiple efforts for several years. Addi-
tionally, while laboratory directed research and development
funding is available for machine learning infrastructure and
ML-ops, these efforts are smaller in scale and focus only on
a particular laboratory. Industry efforts tend to focus on the
SBIR program which limits the breath of collaboration to
one or two institutions for a single project. SBIR funding
also limits the distribution of resources due to the nature
of the program being a one year concept phase followed by
a two year prototype phase. While developments for one
science domain application can benefit multiple areas, it can
be difficult to get funding for cross-cutting applications like
ML. The DOE for example, typically compartmentalizes
funding by science application within the various offices
underneath the DOE Office of Science. Rather than funding
separate efforts in ML for accelerators for each of these areas,
the Office of Science could support crosscutting machine
learning research. This would enhance our ability to form a
larger ecosystem for supporting machine learning research
across the accelerator industry.

The incentive structure for researchers also places more
emphasis on proof-of-principle results and concepts than it
does on bringing methods to the level of maturity needed for
deployment. This is a huge problem at present for our field,
as there is a large gap between the state of the art indicated

by the literature and the types of tools that are available
at operational accelerator facilities. As a community we
could improve this by better rewarding researchers who take
the time to rigorously test ML algorithms and adjusting our
standards.

SOFTWARE TOOLS
Facilitation of machine learning collaborations is in a

sense dominated by the availability and usefulness of soft-
ware tools. Groups tend to adopt a software framework
for use during a particular collaborative effort. For exam-
ple sharing code through version control software such as
github, or choosing to adopt a ML deployment framework
such as MLFlow. There is significant opportunity for the
community to develop and adopt common tools and work-
flows that would improve the transfer of technology between
labs, universities, and industry. We highlight some examples
of software tools below.

Containers and JupyterLab
JupyterLab and container technology are widely used for

scientific computing. One of the key advantages of con-
tainer technology is the dependencies can be fully speci-
fied independent of the operating system. This allows users
across platforms to run the same simulations, analysis, model
learning, etc, regardless of their particular development en-
vironment. Containers deployed via a web browser using
JupyterLab are highly versatile and can speed up the rate
at which new users can effectively contribute to machine
learning research for accelerators.

MLOps and DevOps
Training and deploying models involves several forms of

version control for consistent results. This includes tracking
datasets and data transformations, tying those to specific
model architectures and experiments, and tracking model
performance and parameters for each run. Several open
source tools have been developed for this in the machine
learning space, including data revisioning with DVC1, model
runs and serving with MLflow2, and workflows with Apache
Airflow3 or kubeflow4, and commercial solutions including:
AWS SageMaker, AzureML, and NVIDIA Triton. Manag-
ing this process is known as machine learning operations
(MLops), which involves tracking the workflows, inputs,
and outputs of a process throughout experimentation and
development. Even in the most turn-key of deployments, cus-
tom scripting and tooling is necessary to support an MLops
framework due to the variety of possible endpoints and train-
ing frameworks. This includes support for both PyTorch and
TensorFlow training scripts and models, while also being
able to run inference tasks on CPUs, GPUs, and specialized
and programmable endpoints such as TPUs and FPGAs.
1 https://dvc.org/
2 https://mlflow.org/
3 https://airflow.apache.org/
4 https://www.kubeflow.org/
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A deployment on operational accelerators has specialized
needs, as there are real time systems, high level control loops,
and a desire to limit the need for expert intervention. This
offers the opportunity to specialize the workflows for specific
use cases, while also requiring a more robust development
and versioning system.

Cloud-Based Tools

Tools that take advantage of cloud computing and browser
based technology are an important technological develop-
ment for fostering collaborations. Overleaf for example al-
lows users across computer platforms to develop documents
in a friendly environment. For scientific computing there
have been recent developments in browser-based technology
that enable the sharing of information in a similar way. For
example, the scientific gateway called Sirepo [45], uses
an open source cloud computing framework of the same
name [46–48]. While Sirepo traditionally supports the sim-
ulation of particle accelerators and adjacent technologies
using for example: MAD-X, elegant, OPAL, or Synergia,
and Synchrotron Radiation Workshop (SRW) for physical
optics. Users can build simulations and share the configu-
rations via a web-link. Recently the Sirepo framework was
expanded to include a machine learning and data analysis
application referred to as Activait. Users can import a
dataset and perform a wide range of analysis tasks includ-
ing machine learning model development. Users can then
share these results in the same manor as with the physics
simulations.

Modular and Interoperable Tools and Standards

Separating software development by the specific task,
when coupled with standards for interfaces and data, can
help aid inter-operability and extensibility. Numerous ex-
amples exist, but here we highlight a few that are used at
SLAC together for online modeling, online optimization,
offline design optimization, algorithm prototyping before
beam time with surrogate models, and data set creation for
ML-based system models.

openPMD [49] is a standard way of defining a particle
distribution, making it possible to exchange these more read-
ily between different simulation codes and analysis tools.
Distgen [50] enables arbitrary creation of distributions and
uses openPMD. The LUME modeling tools [44] enable in-
terfacing and execution of particle accelerator simulation
codes in a standard way, making it easier to do start-to-end
modeling with different combinations of accelerator codes.
Data is output in a standard format, making it easy to use
similar data processing codes for different systems and types
of simulations. Xopt [43] is a framework for defining opti-
mization algorithms and logging results, and has been used
extensively at multiple accelerators for doing online opti-
mization with the real machine and offline optimization with
simulations and surrogate models.

CONCLUSIONS
There are many varied efforts to deploy ML tools across

the accelerator community both domestically and abroad.
The community as a whole would benefit from adopting
a shared set of interoperable modular tools and standards.
Moreover, making available example simulation and experi-
mental datasets would lower the barrier to entry for newcom-
ers and strengthen our ability to perform more cutting edge
ML research. Here we have provided some initial thoughts
on how to shape and encourage such collaborations.
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